The Tech Show is an annual event at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). The management of the Tech Show, in its role to ensure the satisfaction of all attendees, advises students on how to apply for seats. Friday's performance is more popular, as the guests here for the Junior Prom will attend that day. Therefore, a man who applies for seats on Friday will encounter a much fiercer demand than the man who applies for seats on Tuesday. Before filling out your application for Friday, be very sure that you would rather run your chance of getting poor seats on that day than of enjoying an equally good performance on Tuesday in good seats.

There is one other point which we should like to call to the attention of the student body. The management will throw open the upper gallery at each performance for a uniform price so low as to be within the reach of every one. Every man, if for any reason he is not expecting to apply for seats, should plan to be in that gallery and furnish a little college atmosphere.

The fact that Institute graduates are, in general, successful is the reason for our being at Tech. We have, most of us, an average amount of ambition and we come to Tech to get a training which has helped other men to succeed. Do we ever stop to think just what this word “training” means? It is a broad and general term and embraces many phases of our work here. Do we always recognize the specific instances to which it applies?

Primarily, of course, there are our studies. If we go about them in the right way, and we must do so eventually if we are to graduate, we attain more or less of an ability to think and to understand new matters quickly. In this we have no appreciable advantage over men at other good colleges. It is on the practical side that Tech excels, and this is the side that is going to count for us. Although the practical